Typos and Other Infelicities in *Metaphysical Themes 1274-1671*

Many thanks to James Barham for alerting me to a great many of these mistakes. I would be grateful to know of any further errors.

**Part One. Errata still not corrected in the 2013 paperback edition**

p. 206 last line. thin / thick

p. 303 line 9. Crathorn’s / Carthorn’s

p. 333 last line. philosophers’ / philospher’s

p. 383 line 4. 240 / 239

p. 337 note 19 cuts off mid-sentence. The remainder of the note should read:

[...] as a genus, with circumscripptive as one species and merely definitive as the other (see, e.g., Durand of St. Pourçain, *Sent.* I.37.2 pref., f. 100vb: “Creatura enim corporalis loco definitur et circumscribitur, spiritualis autem solum definitur”; contrast Ockham, *Quod.* I.4, as quoted above). Also, it is usually not made explicit that God is excluded from existing definitively.

p. 429 del. consuture [not sure what happened here – the preprint typescript has no corresponding word at all]

p. 437 line 7. choose, / choose.

p. 451 line 12. pleads / pleas


p. 454 line 3. that / than

p. 461 Figure 21.1. The light solid line connecting "Air" to "Wet" should be darker, to match the dark solid line connecting "Air" to "Hot."

p. 478 note 15 up 6. after ‘ch. 11’ insert (Works vol. 3)

p. 483 Heading for Table 21.1. Boyle’s / Bayle’s

p. 493 notes line 1. Boas Hall / Boas

p. 500. Twice, the phrase ‘Equivocal Views: Descartes’ needs to be deleted from the block quote.

p. 505 notes line 1. Boas Hall / Boas
p. 509 last line. those / that
p. 510 note 20 line 5. Anstey / Ansey
p. 514 note 24 par. 3 line 5. The 2nd reference should be to ‘Voss, “Heart and Soul”’
p. 516 up 5. delete inverted comma
p. 517 note 26 near the end should read ‘Machamer and McGuire, Descartes’s Changing Mind ch. 6’
p. 532 note 12 line 1. Distinctions / Distinction
p. 533 note 13 up 3. after ‘ch. 11’ insert [Works vol. 3]
p. 537 line 6. pathos / pathē
p. 546 note 21 line 3. after ‘Paper’ add ‘to Clarke’
p. 552 line 10. Delete ‘>’
p. 552 line 24. Indent ¶
p. 559 note 8 line 1. dimensions, [[add comma]]
p. 567 line 31. accord / accured
p. 570 line 28. endured / endorsed
p. 581 line 22. perfect / perfectly
p. 589 line 9. common sense / commonsense
p. 596 note 22 (cont’d) line 15. appeal / appeals
p. 601 note 27 up 2. principal / principle
p. 603 note 29 at end should read ‘Machamer and McGuire, Descartes’s Changing Mind pp. 102-10’
p. 618 line 24. enthymematic / enthematic
p. 632 line 20. parts / part
p. 637 note 5 line 12. Move second period inside the close paren.
p. 641 note 9 line 3. Coimbrans’ / Coimbrans
p. 654 note 25 line 3. del. Gercitations and capitalize the following word
The following items should be added to the bibliography:


Part Two. Errata in the hardcover edition that are corrected in the 2013 paperback printing

xiii. Add period at end of third quotation (line 9)

101 up 16. Opera theol. / Opera theólo

230 up 8. other / others

235 up 10. Delete space at start of line.

237. Close up space between paragraphs in note.

238. 1. Ghent is / they are

281 line 1. Add period after ‘extension’

281 lines 11, 20 Summa / Summa. [delete period, twice on this page]

283 footnote lines 1,2 Summa / Summa. [delete period, twice]

303 footnote 3 Summa / Summa. [delete period]

371 footnote line 2 Summa / Summa. [delete period]

284 line 17 (first line of new ¶) quantity / Quantity

348 line 5. As I noted / I noted

383 footnote 10 lines 1, 8 Summa / Summa. [delete period, twice]

589 note 15 up 2 Summa / Summa. [delete period]

666n. Center ‘ed.’ and ‘tr.’ over their respective columns. Delete blank line above and below the columns.

722 up 2 and up 4 in main text: Socrates / socrates [two occurrences]

736-40. The font size of the titles shifts over the course of these pages. It starts out body font, then gets small at the bottom of 738, and stays small until the end. Make consistent.
737. 21. Italics
737. 23. Italics, and reduce indent.
738. 12. Indent
739 up 17. Indent. Make proper font size. (It should remain Roman face.)

751 up 12. After the title of this work (Quaestiones in secundum librum Sententiarum) insert, within brackets: \([=\text{Summa}]\)